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From Design to Construction: 
Lessons Learned from Contractor 

Inexperience During Implementation of 
Erosion Mitigation at the Oshawa Landfill



Contractor made up for inexperience in the 
implementation of naturalized in-stream/riparian 
works with an openness to direction, adjustment 

and field-fit refinements



Outline
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• Project Team Communication



PROJECT OVERVIEW
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Oshawa Landfill

• Operational from 1960s 
until 1979

• Located in former 
sand/gravel pit

• Capped in 1980; now just 
site of transfer station

CH2MHILL (2013)

City of Oshawa

Lake Ontario
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Erosion!

Late 2015

Early 2018

• Surface runoff (gullying)

• Fluvial scour

• Slope instability



Erosion assessment, design 
& permitting

1. Erosion inventory
– 18 erosion sites 

2. Erosion risk evaluation
– 5 prioritized for mitigation

3. Erosion mitigation design
– 5 conceptual designs  3 detailed designs

4. Erosion mitigation permitting
– CLOCA, DFO (LoA), MNRF
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5. Tendering

• Region tendered implementation of Sites 1, 10 
and 11, with support from Palmer/Greck team

• Lowest bid tendering process!

– Original lowest bid disqualified 
(reference checks)

– Next lowest bid awarded contract



6. Construction

• Erosion mitigation implemented successfully at 
all three sites in July-August 2018

• Region assumed Contract Admin role

– ~Daily site inspections

• Palmer/Greck design team 
conducted limited site 
inspections

– 3-5 per site, at strategic times



Site 1
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Embedded woody 
debris

Benched inner bank 
(improved floodplain 

accessibility)

Pool

Riparian shrub plantings 
along regraded slope toe

Pool



Site 10
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Salmon in lee of 
woody debris 

structure



Site 11
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Living cedars 
retained in slope-

toe protection Embedded woody 
debris



LOW BID IMPLICATIONS
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Risks of accepting low bids

• Region’s obligation to award construction to 
lowest (qualified) bid risks compromising 
quality and efficiency

– More guidance required to compensate for 
inexperience in bioengineering along streams

– Less precise implementation 
(equipment, method, sequence)

– Slower (suboptimal coordination, need for revisions)



Erosion & sediment control issues

• Coffer dams
– Poor seal & outflanking
– Few ideas to improve

• Sediment control
– Silt fence across channel

• Dam-and-pump
– Incomplete isolation of work area; no 

sump
– Clean upstream water discharged 

downstream into filter bag in channel

• Fuel tank storage
– <5 m from creek, without spill 

protection



Design implementation issues

• Riparian plantings installed on wrong (inner) bank

• Native clay/silt fill placed along toe of bank at 
downstream tie-in

– Shared responsibility – e.g. too few XSs



SITE INSPECTION ALLOWANCE
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Frequency & duration of site 
inspections

• Time allocated to inspections by 
design team should be commensurate 
with contractor (in)experience
– Also consider Contract Admin expertise

• Insufficient time available in budget to 
provide contractor guidance required 
(as reaffirmed by him!)
– Questions arise, but no real-time, 

onsite feedback
– Phone, text and email risk 

miscommunication or work delays



Cost-benefit analysis
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Designer inspection costContractor cost

Re-work, delays = extras

?



PROJECT TEAM COMMUNICATION
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Lines of communication

Client:
PM, Contract Admin

Designer:
PM, lead designer(s), 

site inspector(s)

Contractor:
PM, foreman, 

crew/labourers

Subconsultant(s)? Subcontractor(s)?

Supplier(s)?



Avoiding miscommunication

• Site inspection logs
– Initially sent to Region (approver); didn’t 

always reach contractor promptly

– Later distributed among entire project team 
in order to avoid delay/miscommunication

• Lag in responses to identified issues 
(e.g. silt fence maintenance) resolved

• Prompt, informal email communication 
better than formal logs?



Key takeaways

• Avoid low-bid tenders, where possible, or at least scrutinize 
experience and references and ensure designs are 
sufficiently detailed

• Allow for adequate site inspections by design team for 
ultimate cost savings

• Communicate issues promptly and broadly with entire 
project team

• Establish an open, collaborative working 
relationship with contractor to optimize 
design implementation



Questions?

robin@pecg.ca




